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Terra Mater

Wild Oak timber flooring by Terra Mater
is synonymous with quality innovation
and designer appeal.
Wild Oak emerges from the sustainable
oak plantations of Europe, guaranteeing
sophistication and quality.
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Terra Mater

life inspired flooring

At Terra Mater, we’re passionate about designing, developing and
producing premium quality flooring solutions. We’ve sourced the best
materials from around the world to create products that will suit any
interior - from traditional to contemporary - whether it’s your home,
retail or office space.
Our collection of products ensures that we can offer everyone
a Terra Mater floor that they will love. With a huge variety of styles,
colours and finishes available, there is definitely a floor for everyone.

Oyster Grey

LinWood
Entry Range (Engineered Oak)
Simple, stylish and affordabe range for any interior space.

LakeWood
Life Style Range (Engineered Oak)
Our widest range of engineered oak flooring.

Origins
Premium Range (French Engineered Oak)
Your sophisticated choice of unique luxury French oaks.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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LinWood
LinWood is the way to have a real timber floor for less financial
outlay and still get a 20+ year lifespan. LinWood’s top layer
(lamallea) is a high grade European Oak made from a species
of oak which will provide high durability. The result? A floor that is
more economical and uses less natural resources while maintaining
long term performance. That’s what you get when using the best
materials available.
10 modern colours lend themselves to any style of home or décor.
LinWood’s timber surface is graded specifically to achieve a
classical and clean look.
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Grey Pigeon
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LinWood

7

Iceberg

Misty Grey

Glacier White

Ash Grey

Desert Sands

Sand Dune

Grey Pigeon

Desert Oak

Brown Wattle

Black Forest

Wild Oak

Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

Desert Sands

Specifications
12mm

1860 x 190 x 12mm

Tongue
& Groove

4 side
European
micro bevel
Oak

10% Matte
UV Lacquer

Surface finishing is what gives a floor
its beauty. LinWood’s advanced surface
techniques include wire brushing, smoking
of the natural tannins, perma-colour stains
and world leading German Klummp clear
coatings. There is a dynamic range of 10
colours- something for every space and décor.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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LakeWood
Inspired by our passion to produce beautiful flooring, our ranges
have been sourced from managed forests throughout Australia,
Southeast Asia and Europe.
Terra Mater’s mission arises from our passion for wood and timber
- to bring our customers superior quality flooring, from the forest
floor and the environment.
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Barley
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The best materials available
Our premium grade European Oak comes from managed
forests and is milled to meet our stringent grading requirements.
Our factory uses the latest German machinery to produce
precision engineered flooring that will stand the test of time.
LakeWood Oak prides itself on its 9 coats of German Klumpp
coating leaving you with an extreme matt finish. Our special invisible
UV lacquer makes you feel like you are walking directly on the
natural wood, while still possessing the durability and cleanability
of a highly polished floor.
The glue used to bond the European Oak to the Hardwood core
is supplied by Swedish producer Dynea for superior bond strength,
to not only comply but, to exceed stringent emissions regulations
for off gassing of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and is fully
verified by Australian test certification to back our quality and eco
friendly products.
Terra Mater production and laboratory quality assurance teams are
on-site 24 hours a day at our factories where they tightly control
all production runs. Strict implementation of stringent standards
and fine tolerances during all phases of production ensure that we
maintain consistency of quality standards across all Terra Mater
products.
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Magnolia

PRESTIGE
The best of the best; only select graded timber
from premium grade logs is chosen for
Wild Oak.

NATURAL BEAUTY
The advanced invisible UV lacquers create a
natural look that will retain your floors for years
to come.

CONVENIENCE
With advanced anti-static Klumpp coatings,
our floors maintain a superior cleanability that save
you time and effort.

GOOD TO THE PLANET
Our select timber is sourced only from managed
plantation forests and emits incredibly low VOC
emissions.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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LakeWood

Shoji White

Shale Grey

Dove Grey

Pearl Grey

Smoked Oak

Oyster Grey

Magnolia

Barley

French Grey

Onyx Pearl

= Available in 190mm
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= Available in 220mm

Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

Pearl Grey

Specifications
14mm

1900 x 190 x 14mm

Välinge
5Gc

4 side
European
micro bevel
Oak

7% Matte
UV Lacquer

20mm

2200 x 220 x 20mm

Tongue
& Groove

4 side
European
micro bevel
Oak

7% Matte
UV Lacquer

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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LakeWood Herringbone

Dove Grey

15 Wild Oak

Pearl Grey

Magnolia

French Grey

Onyx Pearl

Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

French Grey

Specifications
Herringbone

888 x 148 x 14mm

Tongue
& Groove

European 7% Matte
Oak
UV Lacquer

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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Origins
The evolution and culmination of rich centuries old wood and hand
crafting mastery, Wild Oak Origins takes you from the cradle of
French Oak flooring to the dynamic, timeless look and performance
of technological prowess. Origins takes old world strength and
beauty and applies the latest manufacturing, colouring and
texturing techniques to deliver an uncompromising floor. Origins
is not just a floor - it is a deep statement about our passion for
fashion and décor.

Our love of nature and enhancing that inherent
strength and beauty for you.

17 Wild Oak
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Terra Mater believes that
every company has a duty
to be responsible to the
environment and to you,
our customer.
Superior Manufacture

KLUMPP Coatings

French Oak

Proven Results

10x Designer Colours

Good to the Planet

Casco Glue

19 Wild Oak
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There are a few distinct qualities
that set French Oak apart from
oak sourced out of Eastern Europe,
China and America.
One inherent difference is that the
tannin content is much higher in French
Oak than all other oak. Tannin is a
substance made from the polyphenolic
compounds that are found in the wood.
The high content of tannin means that
our reactive stain technology is far more
effective in achieving a subtle reaction
with the wood resulting in different
tones and colours that cannot be found
in other oak.
French Oak Superiority over
Eastern European Oak,
American White Oak and
Chinese Honey Oak:

WILD OAK FORESTS

WILD OAK FACTORY

• Higher tannin content for reactive
stains fuming and ageing.
• Tighter grain structure producing
a more dense timber suitable for
flooring.
• More stable raw material suitable for
Australia's harsh climate.
TERRA MATER
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Chantilly Lace
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Origins 190mm

Urchin Grey

Malay Grey

Chanson

Heritage Grey

Arava

Chateau Beige
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Spice

Marais

Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

Arava

Specifications
190mm

1900 x 190 x 14mm

Tongue
& Groove

4 side
micro bevel

French
Oak

10% Matte
UV Lacquer

Terra Mater have created a new generation
of designer flooring that will enhance all
styles of homes built today. Our range of
colours have been created to enhance any
interior design stretching across the spectrum
from modern to natural traditional spaces.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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Origins 220mm

Grey Ember

Lunar Grey

Chantilly Lace

Astoria

Tobacco

Colac
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Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

Grey Ember

Specifications
220mm

2200 x 220 x 14mm

Tongue
& Groove

4 side
micro bevel

French
Oak

10% Matte
UV Lacquer

For a stronger, more bold statement,
you have the option of a larger board.
The 220 Series is longer and wider than
the 190 Series, for a truly unforgettable
visual statement in any décor.

www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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Origins 240mm

Lyon

Lille

Nice

Hand Brushed

Single Smoked

Triple Smoked

Semi Fumed

Tool Marks

White Wash

UV Oil 8%

UV Lacquer 8%

UV Lacquer 8%
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Swatches are indication of colour only. Colour and grain
variations from images and samples are to be expected.

Lille

Specifications
240mm

2200 x 240 x 15mm

Tongue
& Groove

4 side
micro bevel

French
Oak

8% Matte
UV Lacquer
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Warranties & Test Reports
A superior floor
guaranteed with
a 20-year wear
warranty

Our superior quality flooring meets
all international Quality Control
Standards up to and including
ISO 9239-1:2002. Our Lifetime
Structural Warranty, 20 Year
Domestic Wear Warranty and 5
Year Commercial Wear Warranty
ensure that you will enjoy your floor
for many years to come.

When you choose Wild Oak, you
can enjoy peace of mind knowing
that your floor has undergone
rigorous testing to ensure it’s quality
and safety. Wild Oak has proven
test certificates that cover fire,
dry slip, wet slip and emission
testing. To download these
certificates, head to our website.
www.terramaterfloors.com.au
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Warranty Conditions
Warranty Conditions:

Lifetime Structural Warranty:

Warranty Exclusions:

• Installation - is installed in strict accordance
with current written installation instructions

The manufacturer warrants its product from
structural defects, delamination, cracking,
warping, twisting or any other forms of structural
deformation at the time of supply.

Terra Mater for the purpose of this warranty will
be referred to as ‘the supplier’ Breach of Warranty
Conditions - any breach of warranty conditions
will void the warranty.

Installation instructions must be adhered to so that
this warranty applies. Please ask your retailer for
these guidelines.

Colour Variation - oak is a natural product and
colour variation will occur between samples and
what the supplier has delivered and installed.
Samples displayed or provided are indicative
only and within normal industry standards, and
no warranty is given that such samples will match
the floor installed. Other variations will naturally
occur such as small knots and grain variation.
These variations normally present in oak, are not
considered defects and will not form the basis of
any claim under warranty.

• Wet Areas - is not suitable for installation in
bathrooms, saunas, laundries or any otherarea
in which high levels of steam and moisture
are present.
• Maintenance - Care guidelines must be
adhered to.
• Non-Assignment - the warranty is limited to the
original purchaser and may notbe assigned
or transferred.

Exposure to excessive moisture caused in any
way whatsoever such as flooding, spills, leaks,
excessive wet mopping, steam mops, subfloor
moisture or heating may cause distortion within the
board and will not be covered by this warranty.
Care should be taken to maintain even indoor
humidity and temperature with good ventilation.
Excessive heat, dryness or exposure to direct
sunlight will cause damage to the goods and
is considered negligence and is not covered
by this warranty.

20 Year Domestic Limited
Surface Warranty
5 Year Commercial
Limited Surface Warranty
From the date of purchase, the manufacturer
warrants to the original purchaser only,that under
normal domestic conditions of use the surface will
not wear through, during this period warranted.
With proper maintenance, the goods will perform
under normal household conditions. Scratches,
dents, reduction of gloss (appearance reduction),
damage caused by negligence, urine, animals
or high-heeled shoes. These are not considered a
defect and therefore not covered by this warranty.
All furniture requires felt to be adhered to the
underneath to protect the surface of your floor,
from time to time this will need to be maintained
and checked for wear.
A written notice must be received by the supplier
within 30 days of discovery of any defect to be
found, along with proof of purchase (date) the
identity of wholesaler or retailer and the location
of installation.

Oak may also experience some surface checking
(hairline cracks) this too is part of all natural
products and not covered by warranty.
Subfloor Heating - Terra Mater
is suitable for installation over subfloor heating.
However specific installation instructions must be
followed or the warranty will be voided.
Extreme Conditions - as oak is a natural product,
the humidity level in the home must be in the
30% - 75% range throughout the year, using
dehumidifiers or humidifiersas appropriate.
Misuse - the warranty does not extend to damage
caused by moisture penetration through the
subfloor, other flooding, leaking, plumbing,
overflowing, hydrostatic pressure or any other
water damage.
Alterations - where floor or subflooring has been
altered, repaired, resurfaced or replaced no
warranty will apply except to the extent implied
by law.
Insect Infestation - the supplier warrants that it
sells oak flooring free of insect infestation, this
warranty does not cover any insect infestation
occurring after the product has been sold.

The supplier will acknowledge within 30 days the
receipt of written notice and must be given the
opportunity to inspect the floor prior to any repair
or replacement is to take place.
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